Icon Reference

**Round Sequence**

**Ready Phase** (page 10)
- 🛡️ all exerted cards
- Resolve to hand size
- Determine first captain

**In initiative order**
- Restore ⚡️/repair 🛠️
- Move 🏗️
- Victory check

**Adventure Phase** (page 11)
- **In initiative order**
  - Play 🎉
  - Choose activity
  - Victory check

**Procurement Phase** (page 12)
- **In initiative order**
  - Procure
  - Victory check

**Action Phase** (page 13)
- **Alternate in initiative order**
  - Take 🔄
  - Victory check

**Resource Phase** (page 14)
- Collect Resource Tokens
- Victory check

**Resolution Phase** (page 16)
- Reveal all face down ⚠️ on pursued 🥇

**Alternate in initiative order**
- Take resolution 🔄
- Eligible Captains resolve 🕩
- Victory check

**End of round**